Skills Testing Requirements and Procedures
Due to the Social Distancing Requirements for COVID-19 our Skills Testing procedures have been
modified for the health and safety of our staff and testing applicants. Please review this entire
document to make sure you are able to meet all requirements to avoid cancellation of your
appointment.
Applicant:
- Valid Driver’s License and CDL Instruction Permit
Vehicle Inspection:
- Please bring your own pointer to identify all vehicle parts for the Vehicle Inspection.
Vehicle:
- Valid Registration for vehicle/trailer,
- Insurance (Name on registration and insurance must match)
- **Lease or **Rental Agreement ** (Please let Department of Motor Vehicles know if vehicle is
being leased or rented for full list of requirements)
Skills Testing Requirements:
- Applicant and Drive Examiner must maintain social distancing at all times.
Skills Test:
- Social Distancing must be observed.
Road Test:
- All applicants will be required to have a licensed driver that holds a valid CDL with same
class and endorsements as the applicant, for the Road Test portion of the exam. Please be
advised your appointment will be cancelled if you cannot provide a driver for the test, and
rescheduling is subject to the DMV’s availability.
- A Cell Phone with speaker capabilities is now required for the Skills Test. Applicants must
have a charged cell phone capable of making and holding a phone call for the duration of the
test (DMV is not responsible any cell phone charges). Incoming calls are not to be accepted
during testing.
- Applicant must verbally describe drive test maneuvers being performed. (i.e. shifting, head
checks etc.)
Appointment Check In:
Please arrive 15 minutes before your scheduled appointment time to check in. Bring all items
required for Skills Test when you check in. Please be on time. If applicant is not on time or is unable
to meet all requirements by scheduled time of appointment, the appointment will be cancelled and
rescheduling will be subject to the DMV’s availability.

